
Welcome

A taking this course you should be able to:

● Understand what blogs are

● Learn the steps needed to get started with logging on your website

● Understand how to write, format, and optimize blog posts

● Comprehend the benefits of and how to market yourself with blogs

● Write a professional blog post

And much, much, more.

Most of the people who have ever used the internet have either read or written a

blog article.  A blog is defined as a feature that appears consistently as a part of an

online publication that typically relates to a particular topic or niche.  Additionally, blogs

consist of articles and personal commentary by one or more authors.

On that note, blog posts are typically:

● Written in first person

● A collection of thoughts or expertise on a variety of subjects

● Include external and internal links, pictures, and videos

● Accessible online, engaging,and free to the public

● Either recommended in search results or searchable in search engines

● Frequently updated

● Encourage engagement through commenting, likes, and sharing on social media.



Today, the blogging platform WordPress powers 33% of the internet.  With a

simple Google search, it is easy to find blog articles written on nearly every industry and

category imaginable, such as:

● Investing

● Fitness

● Fashion

● Real estate

● And much, much, more.

Now that we know how popular blogs are, the question is, how can you use

blogging as a marketing platform for your real estate business? To understand how to

use blogs as a marketing platform for your real estate business, you first have to put

yourself in the shoes of your prospects and target audience.  Once you know who your

target audience is you can start understanding the key terms that they would be

searching for when doing an internet search for a real estate agent.  For example,

suppose that you were a real estate agent in San Francisco, you can start making a list

of blog post titles  that your target audience will search for.  After you write a blog post

that includes the keywords that your target audience will search for then every time a

prospect search has those key terms your website will appear on the first page of

Google.  Keep in mind, you will not appear on the first page of Google after your first

blog post, and this is not  something that happens overnight, however, if you continue to

blog consistently, your blog post will find its way to the front page of Google.  On that



note, maintaining a website that has a Blog on it has many benefits for real estate

agents such as:

● An increase of brand awareness by reaching a large audience

● Builds rapport with the public

● Facilitates word-of-mouth marketing and social media shares

● Provides up to date on industry trends as well as your service promotions and

updates

● Creates value and shareable content with prospects

● Search engines rank blog posts the highest in search results, which will make

your real estate service more discoverable than competing agents in your area

● Helps establish trust and credibility with prospects by showing industry expertise.

According to Hubspot, blogs are ranked as the fifth most trusted source of

accurate online information.

● Blogs Increase website traffic.



● Helps real estate agents get discovered on social media through social shares

● Generates leads.   Small businesses, such as real estate agents, generate 126%

more leads from blog posts alone.

Having said that, there are some disadvantages to blogging that are worth noting as
well:

Blogging Disadvantages:

● Requires commitment

● Time consuming

● No instant pay back.  Requires about a year to see results, however, the longer
you blog the more traffic you generate overtime

● Requires updating.  Blog posts need to be added regularly in order to increase
SEO and authority.

● Requires a continuous flow of fresh blog ideas

● Requires a localized niche due to a large saturation of blogs

● Return of investment, ROI, can be difficult to measure

Do the Following Before you Start Blogging:

Step 1: Set SMART Goals



Like objectives for other social media marketing efforts, the goals for blogging

should be tied to your overall marketing goals.   If  blogging is new to you, include

specific and measurable goals for the launch of your blog.  Measurable goals could

include:

● Clicks or click through rate

● Impressions, likes, comments, shares

● Number of visitors

● Generated leads

● Number of blog or email subscribers

● Amount of generated revenue



Step 2: Before creating your blog content, you must have a clear
understanding of the following:

● Your target audience



● What your prospects want to know about

● What topics will motivate your prospects engagement

● Your customer personas

As a real estate agent, you should develop customer personas for your blogs,
including your demographics, behavior and lifestyle formation on each blog.

When creating your blogs, and website, do so with your target market in mind.

Your target market should be the staple of your content strategy of your website and

blog posts moving forward.

If you have a website already, start a blog page, if you do not have a

website make one immediately.

Step 3: On your Website Consider the Following Elements:

● About page

● Consistent branding and color schemes

● Blog content and categories



● Pinning your most popular posts

● Easy site navigation

● Linking your blog to your social media

● Encouraging likes, shares, and comments

● Easily accessible Subscribe feature

● Landing page to collect prospects contact information

Step 4: Brainstorm blog topics and titles

As a real estate agent, your blogs should address your target audiences questions,
provide knowledge in regards to real estate trends, or provide substantial value to your
readers.  To brainstorm blog topics and example effectively consider the following:

● Observe your competitors' websites ans social media to see what they are writing
about.  However, do not copy what your competition is doing because you want
to differentiate yourself from them.

● Interview members of your target audience to identify what their pain points are
and the kinds of topics that they are interested in learning about.

● Ask prospects within your target audience what questions they have about the
real estate market.

● Conduct keyword research and find out what topics are searched for the most.

● Look at blog posts that other real estate agents have published and identify what
you can do better.



Once you have developed a list of topics, brainstorm the different angles, unique

perspectives, and tone that you will use for each blog topic.  The following image are

some ideas to start a brainstorm session to help you start creating your blog post

strategy.

5: Brainstorm your and Editorial and Distribution Strategy

An editorial strategy will define exactly who will be writing, editing, sourcing

interviewees, and knowing exactly who will be on your team in order for both your

website and blog to function at its optimal performance.

On the other hand, a blog distribution determines how many blogs you will write

per week and exactly how and where you will post them to maximize the potential of

meeting the goals that you have set for said post.

Additionally, it is important to have a distribution strategy because the more often

you publish optimized posts the more traffic your website will gain overtime.  With that

said, when creating a distribution strategy make sure that you have enough resources

and management skills to effectively run a blog at its highest performance possible, and

remember, this is something that can be learned over time.



● If you think you are going to be able to write one blog and prospects will find your

website, you are wrong.  Marketing with your blog takes consistent posting,

however, there are many ways to easily generate blog content.  Consider the

following:

● Interview industry experts, Let them know that you wrote a Blog about them, and

then ask them to link their website to your blog post containing their interview.

This way you will  inherit traffic from the industry expert that you interviewed.

Using this method you will be  associated with an industry expert and you will

inherit their credibility and website authority in your SEO.

● Go onFiverr and find a reputable blog writer who can write you blogs

● Have a team of writers contribute to your blogs





Constructing a Professional Blog Post

1. Create a Catchy Blog Title

You should create a catchy blog title, that includes a keyword, because that is what will

help guide and shape the overall message of your post. Blogs that generate the most

traffic Have titles such as:

● 7 best tips for (Insert n noun and verb)

● Six ideas to Boost your (insert outcome)

● Four Things We Learned From (insert noun and verb) - #3 WILL SHOCK YOU!

● What ________________ say about ______________

● Propose a question



You will notice that the numbers on the tips and ideas posts numbers are not

rounded. This is because if the numbers are not rounded it draws more curiosity from

the reader and makes them want to click the link and read your article.  Whenever you

choose a blog title you should make sure that:

● It is concise and conveys what the article is about

● Include a keyword, bonus points if that keyword is an industry buzzword

● Contain words that  capture emotion such as shock, fear, excitement, fascination,
surprise, jaw-dropping, Etc.

● Use The same language and tone that your target audience uses

View the corresponding image to get ideas about the do's and don'ts for your
blogs.



It is worth noting that there are countless generators online that will create quality blog

titles for you.   If you do a quick Google search you  will easily find blog title  generators that you

might find useful.   The good thing about blog title generators is that you don't need to spend a

lot of time brainstorming or  waste  brain power trying to come up with a Blog title. Instead, all

you have to focus on is writing your blog content, let the generator come up with the title, then

you can publish your post immediately.  If you do choose to use a blog title generator, just be

sure to throw a keyword into the title.  At any rate, view the reference photo for blog title ideas to

get you started.



2. Create an outline

After You come up with your catchy blog title  it is time to create an outline for your blog

post.  When you first publish a blog post it should be anywhere between 400-1000 words in

length and over time you should update your blog and continue to add more content to your

posts.  One of the factors that Google takes into consideration, when ranking a blog post, when

the last time it was updated and how relevant the blog article is.  Additionally, if you write a blog

post that is 1000 words, for example, and you continue to update your blog post and you add

more to it, it won't take long until your blog post has a lot of content That you did not have to

write all at once.  Having said that, You do not need to write a lengthy blog post right off the bat,

just get something started and add to it over time. Another reason why it is beneficial to update

and add to blog content overtime is because as you add content to your blog articles you will

capture unique long tail keywords which will further optimize your post and improve your

rankings on Google.



3. Writing a Blog Intro

When you write a blog, your first sentence should be something to grab your

audience's attention, such as a staggering statistic, interesting quote, or shocking

personal experience.  After you successfully grab your audience's attention with the first

sentence, the next step is to introduce the idea and topic of your blog and explain it

throughout the body of your article.

4. Body text
All blogs should provide value to the readers, such as solving a problem for

example.  If you choose to solve  a specific problem for your audience, for example,

you should do so In the body text of your article and provide creditable facts that

reinforce the content that you are providing.  Additionally, your proposed solutions

should then be reinforced with examples and stories of how suggestions can be applied

and  how it has worked for other people in order to demonstrate that the content in your

article actually works.



5. Conclusion

Your conclusion should tie together each main point made throughout your blog

post so that the reader can get a summary of your article at a quick glance.  If you have

multiple paragraphs, quickly explain the main key point(s) from each paragraph and this

will suffice as a proper conclusion.  Take a look at the corresponding image for an  idea

on how to start and end a blog article.

7. Optimize your Blog Post

It is in your best interest to optimize your blog because without doing so Google

will never rank your articles on their front page. To optimize your blog post you should:

● Make sure your blog includes popular local real estate related keywords

● When you upload images, make sure that you insert local real estate related
keywords in the alt tags



Include a minimum of three hyperlinks to external websites within your blog.

hyperlinks not only increase the SEO value of your website, however, they make you

appear as a more credible real estate agent as well.

● Include a minimum of three internal hyperlinks that insert link your blog
pages together

● Encourage Comments on your blog posts. keywords as well.   Additionally, when

somebody comments on your blog post it updates your blog post within Google.

● Use H2 tags  and have a minimum of one h2 tag that uses your blog post

keyword.

8. Format your Post

After you have written up your blog post make sure that it is formatted.   To format your

blog post, make sure that:

● There is a publishing date on your blog so that your audience knows that your

article is current and up to date.



● You have a high quality photo as the header of your blog. Blog articles that

contain  a high quality photo as their header receive 94% more views than blogs

without one.  Remember to keep your header photo relevant to the content that is

written within the article.

● Have a table of contents plugin so that readers can quickly understand what

topics are inside the blog post and they can quickly navigate to where they want

to start reading.

Take a look at the corresponding images for quality blog post header examples.

9. Break up your Paragraphs



Break up your blog post by organizing it into different sections  For each new

section of your blog post insert an h2 tag to separate it from the rest of the blog content.

The h2 tag serves several purposes.  One purpose is that it improves your SEO

because it improves the ease of readability that Google is looking for. Additionally, when

you  use a table of contents plugin, the table of contents will separate different sections

of your blog post by segregating them by H2 tags from the rest of your content.

Additionally, within each h2 tag section, when appropriate, consider using bold text, a

list of bullet points, a numbered list, and include images in most of the sections.

Furthermore, separate your text by incorporating videos throughout the different

sections of your article.  Another thing you can do to separate sections of your blog is to

insert a landing page periodically throughout the post which will also help you collect

email addresses.  Furthermore, inserting videos are not only a great way to break up

your blog post however, they transform your article from a static post to a dynamic post.

One last thing worth noting is that for SEO purposes, it is advised to keep the

length of your paragraphs under 150 words, which is another important reason to break

up your paragraphs.

Take a look at the three corresponding images for an example of how to break up
your  paragraphs in your blog posts.

Example 1:



Example 2:



For a perfect example, of well structured blog article, take a look at how American

Express formats their blog posts and notice how they flawlessly execute the aforementioned

blogging tips and how they use their blog as a marketing platform.

10. Edit and Publish

Before you publish a new blog post you want to proofread your content, make

sure everything is optimized correctly, and double check everything and look for

anything you want to change before publishing.




